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TRANSPORT DOOR SOLUTIONS 
LOOKING TO CONNECT AT EURO BUS EXPO
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M
aking their way to this year’s Euro Bus Expo at the NEC 

Birmingham will be Transport Door Solutions (TDS), a key bus 

door part supplier to the UK and international market since 

2006. The team at TDS work cross-platform, providing new and old 

spare parts for a wide range of door manufacturers, including Deans, 

Overton, Peters, TDS & Ventura Systems (BCE, Bode & Masats). TDS will 

be present on the stand of Ventura Systems, as TDS is both Ventura’s UK 

agent and partly-owned by Ventura too. 

“Attending Euro Bus will be an excellent opportunity for us to connect 

with new and existing customers alongside our Dutch partners at 

Ventura, a popular supplier to UK bodybuilders who will be showcasing 

their latest technology,” said Paul Rossington, Managing Director, TDS, 

speaking exclusively to FACTS. “We relish the opportunity to meet event 

attendees and encourage all interested parties to come to stand B84 

and have a co�ee and a chat about how best we can work together.”

Now in their 13th year of trading, TDS have amassed a comprehensive 

part cross reference database, which includes over 5000 active 

catalogued parts. Hosted on the TDS website, categorised PDF image 

sheets prove to be an invaluable repository of information, allowing users 

to search for and source everything from the most common bearings and 

fittings to the some of the most bespoke fabricated door components. 

“These visual aides, combined with our expertise gleaned over many 

years, represents the core of our value to the market,” commented Paul. 

“We are constantly adding new part information, images, data sheets to 

make it the go-to web portal for bus door parts.”

TDS maintain a dedicated and growing customer base of over 1300 

customers. This includes major UK bus and coach manufacturers 

supplying vehicles in their thousands to smaller, specialist outfits 

searching for workable solutions to their lower volume requirements. 

The loyalty of the TDS customer base can in large part be attributed 

to the firm’s excellent customer service capabilities and reliable 

delivery performance.

“We consistently work to expand our capabilities for the benefit of our 

customers. Responding to customer demands by tracking down obscure 

parts from many years ago is an important part of our service. The more 

comprehensive our data sheets are, the easier it is for our clients to track 

down the parts they need to keep their fleets moving,” said Paul.

All interested Euro Bus Expo attendees can meet TDS representatives 

at the Ventura Systems stand B84 on Tuesday 30 October-Thursday 1 

November at the NEC Birmingham. 

For more information: www.transportdoorsolutions.co.uk
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